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Abstract 
Thesis: Architecture can provide awareness of one's own 
existence, giving a person a sense of place which can be de
veloped from using familiar elements in unfamiliar ways. 

Scope: Project includes living space for five to ten artists, 
creating space, a fifty person theater for media presenta
tions, and a coffee shop that can provide for twenty to thirty 
people at a time. 

Context: Palo Duro Canyon is located an hour and a half 
north and slightly east of Lubbock. The site is right inside the 
vast canyon and provides many different layouts of access 
to all. 
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Issues 

There are two paths that may be followed in trying to accomplish this task of phenomenology. 

A Contrast the landscape and make it stand out in an obvious way 
B. Accentuate the landscape and blend in to bring out the surroundings 

Figure 1 Figure 2 

Figure one will prove to make the surroundings become more visible and give the users a greater appreciation of 
these surroundings. 

Figure two will still show the beauty of the surroundings and can encapsulate these in built form thereby giving ex
ample to why the surroundings are so beautiful. 
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Issues 

In going with the idea that you should either compare the environment or contrast and stand out from it 
many more issues arise on how to accomplish either task. With the comparative solution the architect must 
look at what makes the place unique from other. With the setting for this project as the Palo Duro Canyon 

there are many issues that arise. 

Issues concerning phenomenology and comparing the setting: 

Materials 
Color 
Massing 
Composition 

Repetitious vs. Monolithic 
Broken vs. Vertical 
Plan vs. Elevation/Section 

vs 

Figure 3 

vs 

Figure 4 

Figure three represents the plan of Palo Duro compared against the verticality of the canyon walls. Figure four represents the repe-
titiousness of the sedimentary rock of the canyon walls compared against the monolithic boulders that are scattered within the can- 7 
yon 



Responses 

There are many possible responses to the issue of phenomenology. The main thing to keep in mind is that it 
is the place that is the driving force for the end product The place is the element that should be showcased 

and represented so that the user of the building is given a new outlook on life. In respect to this thought 
there are many different ways of representing the place so that the user gets the benefit of this aspect The 

following are just a few possible design responses in respect to the accentuate aspect that could come up 
or be modified along the way: 

Materials andRepetition andColor 

The building could be made of different colored brick that are placed in such a way that the rows of brick 
resemble lines and layers of rock similar to that of the canyon walls. 1 

Similar Rock colors found in the canyon reflected in the building itself 

1. This idea has been illustrated before in the Amarillo Visitor Center. 
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Responses 

Massing andBroken andElevation 

The end result could resemble the canyon in the way that the boulders are scattered throughout the base 
or the way that there are two walls representing the canyon would be the two boundaries of the building. 

Figure 5 

The large gap between the walls of the canyon reflected in the building' s sections 
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The following are just a couple responses that are in respect to the 11 contrasting 11 path mentioned earlier: 

Materials andRepetitious andElevation 

Unlike the rock's permanent polychromic attribute, a shading device could be used for one of the fa<;ades. This could be 
a series of repetitious horizontal elements. 

V~. 

Figure 7 

Natural made horizontal bands vs. manmade lateral louvers 
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Color andMonolithic andVertical 

A very vibrant color and massive vertical elements like stacked boulders could contrast the canyon's brownish 
earth tones and horizontality of the upper horizon. 

Figure 8 

Natural Rock formations contrasted by man.made rectilinear shapes with very different colors 



Precedents 
Turbulence House New Mexico 
Steven Holl Architects 

This project was a guest house on a couple's land somewhere in New Mexico. Their only question they 
asked of the Architect was that it resembled that of an old 19SO's metal trailer. 

"Adjacent to adobe houses built by the artist Richard Tuttle, this small construction sits atop a windy desert 
mesa. It is imagined like the tip of an iceberg indicating a much larger mass below The form allows turbu
lent wind to blow through its center. The stressed skin and aluminum rib construction is digitally prefabri
cated in Kansas City then bolted together on site. A total of 31 metal panels, each with a unique shape are 

' . . \ 

... ' 

fabricated to form the "shell " of the house. "1 

The beauty of the rest of this project was the fact that the interior 
was completely secondary, almost not thought of before the con
struction of the shell. The staircase was done by local welders and 

This is a conceptual sketch done by Steven Holl in the 
process of designing the Turbulence House. 

1. Taken from: http://www.stevenholl.com/PT196_1C.htm 12 



Precedents 
Brick House London, England 
Caruso St. John Architects 

This building relates to phenomenology in that it is a direct representation of its site. It's site is a leftover 
parcel from typical lavish England homes. The site is triangular and was considered to be useless until these 
architects decided that it would become a home. Their use of brick is versatile to say the least and they ex
plore all the different ways of how this one material can meet all other aspects of a home. 

" ... This building, a family house in Westboume Grove in west London, extols the 
material in its title, the Brick House. It is overwhelmingly dominated by ap
proaches to building with the house brick, and how an architect deals with other 
components in relation to that material - how brick surfaces meet surfaces of 
glass and concrete, for example ... the site is a leftover backlands plot created from 
a collision of the backs of three Georgian terraces north of Westboume Grove, and 
the end of a mews which is at the end of the cul-de-sac of Hatherley Grove. It is a 
typical but now rare site in London." 1 

Interior of common living room of Brick House 

1. Taken from http://www.icon-magazine.eo.uk/issues/026/brick_text.htm TEXAS TECH LIBRARY 

Figure 10 
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Precedents 
The Swiss Pavilion 
Peter Zumthor 

Right: Interior of Swiss Pavilion 

This building relates to phenomenology very distinctly in that there 
was a feeling of materiality that the architect wanted to express. 
Without giving a life story of the architect and how this building 
came to be the way it was, a quick explanation will shed light on its 
purpose. A cabinet maker's son, zumthor grew up loving wood and 
knew its properties very well. The feeling you get when inside this 
wonder is that of a resonating sound box The World Expo where 
this pavilion was exhibited had a lot of sounds that accompanied the -...........: ..... 
user's experience. This maze of a building enhanced the experience 
and that was its sole purpose. 

" .. .It is a timber labyrinth. Bearing in mind the principles behind the 
Hanover exhibition, its wooden walls are held together without nails, 
screws or glue, so that at the end of Expo, they can be sold off (or re
used). Long thick horizontal planks of ruddy pine are separated by pale square larch cross-members. Every
thing is held together by stainless-steel rods in tension quite highly stressed by springs to form in compression 
what Zumthor calls a 'wood yard'. It may be the most elegant and sophisticated wood yard in the world, but its 
three-dimensional lattice structure will work excellently as a timber seasoning device. "1 

1. Taken from: http://www.findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m3575/is_ 1243_208/ai_661 91919 14 



Sense of place as in location 

Figure 12 

Conclusion 

There are two main ways to look at phenomenology: 

Sense of place as in one's connection 
to the bigger picture of life 

Figure 13 

Seeing as how buildings can 't influence people in the same way at all times, phenomenology in architecture 
would be most benefited by the notion of sense of place in respect to location. 
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Epistemology 

This building is more of a set of different types of buildings put together for a bigger purpose. The following 
are the building types that will become one set of buildings or one building in the end result: 

Apartments (R-2) 
Studios (B) 

Museum (A-1) 
Theater (A-1) 

Coffee House I Tea Room (A-2) 

Not to mention all of the ancillary spaces that these building types require or circulation between. Although 
these spaces are all very different in their usage needs, the goal is for them to fit together seamlessly like 

the seamless integration of the ecology of the setting they will be in. This in turn relates back to phenome
nology. 

For zoning purposes there will be issues on how to separate the assembly spaces from the residential side 
and still keep in the same vicinity of the complex The studio spaces will need access to move the pieces so 

a loading dock will be necessary. And mechanically, there must be a separation between all of the different 
spaces. This could prove to be a problem for sustainability reasons. 



Synthesis 

Mission Statement 

In this mixed use model it will be seen that putting apartments, studios, a display space or museum, a thea
ter, and a coffee house or tea room together and making them work seamlessly, feeding off of each other 

and they can become a larger piece, thereby instigating artistic spiritual levity from the real world. 

All of these building types must work together for these artists in three main ways. They must be able to 
live, work, play and learn within the confines of this building. 

Goals and Objectives 

The complex should point out the sustainable side of the canyon and work together as a whole, not sepa
rately zoned parts. Relating the facility side back to theory side, these parts should fit together to create 

elegant forms and also show elements in new ways. 

Sustainability must become obviously apart of the building and yet hidden through the isolation of the con
text 



Activity 

Entry and Exit 
The entry for the assembly space should be large and exits easily accessed. This should be a public entrance 
that goes along with the coffee shop and the display spaces. The residential should be accessed and exited 

fairly easy and the studio should have docking stations for materials to get in and out 

Shared Entry and exits for-
public spaces 

Figure 1 Figure 2 

Circulation differences between residen
tial and public spaces 

Circulation 
There should be separate circulation paths some of which like the coffee shop and theater should feed off 

of each other. The residential portion of the complex should have its own self-contained circulation and 
have access to the creating circulation but not the assembly. 



Activity 

Eat/Sleep/Relax 
All of these activities shall be with in proximity of one another and still within an easily accessed distance 

from the working activity. The eat and relax activities shall be complimentary to one another and the sleep 
shall have privacy from all others. 

Figure 4 
Figure 3 

Display 
space feeds 
off of thea
ter and cof
fee traffic 
but is still 
accessed by 
the studio 

W~o 
(sl\W~~r) / MEitu., 

I.. ve '-01"'c.,' 
Ventilation needs for studio .J 

spaces Communal space defined by ac
tivities in private areas 

Display 
This area will have heavy traffic and shall feed off of the coffee shop and the theater. It shall also act as a 

contained bubble in a way for protecting the work, like a showcase 

Work 
There will be many different types of media going on so separation from all of these individuals shall be im

portant 



•• •• •• • •• 
Figure 6 

Synthesis (cont'd) 

Faolity Organization and Layout 

Diagram showing amounts of privacy needed 

In this flow chart of spaces we can see that there is a progression in color. The color represents the amount 
of privacy that this building would accommodate. The blue on the left being private apartments and the red 
on the right being the theater. This idea of moving along a path for privacy goes back to the feeling of the 
canyon. There is a linear relationship from one end of the canyon to how it moves to the middle to how it 
moves to the other end. This building should reflect this. 



Systems Analysis 
Material Systems 

Local materials shall add to the projected feeling of being a part of the canyon (relating to the theory). 
When selecting building systems, one should not forget the regional materials that make the canyon the 
way it is, such as the sandy multi-colored rock engulfing the canyon on either side. This material could be 
utilized in the construction of the complex The glazing could reflect portions of the canyon that still re
tain water at certain times of the year. Overall, masonry systems should be the primary structure and 
warm toned woods shall make up the second. 

Figure 7 

Comparison of brick to stone 



Systems Analysis 

Mechanical Systems 

A few extra steps must be taken that wouldn't normally be done in the normal cases where these luxuries are normality. 
Windmills or other types of clean energy producing elements must be depended upon, along with batteries that could store 

energy until needed. The building should reflect the landscape in that the setting has its own little microcosm that is very 
much self sustainable. Separate sprinkler systems shall be installed accordingly maximizing grey water use. Most systems 

should use very little energy and shall be very easily replenish able, such as bio-diesel generators for back ups. 

Figure 8 

There are a few limiting factors to the system of this complex. The fact that the location of the site is very secluded brings 
about problems when trying to: 
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Grey water recycling 

Figure 9 

Path of waste for the complex 

Get rid of waste figure 8 
Alter it for the canyon's needs to not disturb it and get un-ftlterables away from bwlding safely 

Circulate fresh water figure 9 
Hold grey water for toilets use and for watering any garden or other plants 



Methods of a heat pump 

Receive electricity figure 10 
Generators and windmills and other self sustaining devices are key 
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Figure 10 

Methods of electricity generation 

Heat and Cool figure 11 
This should be done very efficiently and still keep all the necessary spaces separate 
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Communication possibility 

Communicate figure 12 
Because of its remote location it must be easy to get a hold of the rest of the world and get in touch with inter

ested clients 



Systems Analysis 

Structural Systems 

To follow along with past projects done within the location and to follow along with the idea that this 
building will need to fit into its environment, the most logical structural system will be load bearing walls us
ing some type of masonry. This relates to the canyon walls and the sense of place that ties everything to
gether. 

Figure 13 

Load bearing masonry would fit right into the surrounding area. 



Key Issues 

Separation: including sound and material 
Performance requirements: 

Between each artist 
Between the living and 'creating' quarters 
Between the living and displaying quarters 

Mechanical systems 
Performance requirements: 

Separation between creating space and public 
Separation between each living quarter (independent controls) 
Separation between display and everything else 

figure 14 
figure 15 
figure 16 

figure 17 
figure 18 
figure 19 

Synthesis (cont'd) 

(all diagrams on following pages) 

Building type separation will be difficult due to the three main different building types: 
Assembly, Residential, and Business 



Figure 14 Figure 15 

1. Between artists 2. Between living and creating 

3. Between living and display 4. Between artists and public 

Figure 16 Figure 17 

Figure 19 

living and common 

Figure 18 

5. Temperature between living 

C I f I 

' ' . . , ,, ,, 
' 

6. Humidity between display 
and all others 



Synthesis (cont'd) 

Figure 20 

~010 
. . 

Rough scale relationships of some of the main spaces 

Description of Spaces 

Coffee House I Tea Room 
The coffee house shall be close to the theater because it will service the people that would be coming in from all over to see 
whatever shows that would be playing. In relation to the front entrance the coffee house should remain close as well. With 
this in mind the auditorium should be towards the entrance of the complex as well. This could be another source of money 
for the users (this relates back to the self sustainable side of the epistemology). 



Synthesis (cont'd) 
Description of Spaces 

Apartments: 

Will need to include bed, clothes storage, desk, possibly bookshelf, internet connection. Size of unit could vary but 
square footage would need to remain around the same(+/- 1 o sq ft). Each unit would need exterior natural lighting along 
with low wattage lamps. 

Guest rooms would be ancillary to each wing of bedrooms with special privacy pertaining to the bathroom. Every 
two guest rooms would be serviced by one bathroom. Communal Bathrooms would have 5 shower stalls (one for every 
bedroom) and 3-5 water closets. 

The kitchen portion shall contain two stoves, two ovens, one (rather large) refrigerator, and easy access to storage 
portions. The storage portions shall consist of a freezer along with dry storage. This is due to the fact that the location is far 
away from any grocery store. 

Studios: 

Studio spaces must be able to accommodate for the following types of media:Paint, Clay, Metal 
work, Wood work, Photography, Mixed media (any combination of the previous). 

1. Studio space sizes derived from an interview with a local art student, Nathan Hansen. 30 



Synthesis (cont'd) 
Description of Spaces 

Museum 

The museum is just another term for display space for the inhabitants work This shall be separate from the studio space but 
shall remain in proximity for movement of pieces. The mechanical shall be separate from the studio spaces as well due to 
the high moisture of the different media (the display of these pieces shall be the preservation stage as well). 

Figure22 

Museum access 

Theater 

I 
I 
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Figure 23 

Theater dimensions 
and layout 

Auditorium and other ancillary spaces are to accommodate for film media produced on site by inhabitants. It shall have a 
projection room along with mechanical spaces. It will need an office with an area for compiling digital media. Size of stag
ing area shall be denoted by the number of people needed to sit in the space and the size of desired screen for the 
viewing audience. 



Synthesis (cont'd) 
Description of Spaces 

i~ 
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Coffee Shop: 
Coffee shop as the 'buffer' and sharing office space 

The coffee shop shall act as a buffer between the theater, the outside, and the rest of the complex. This is 
for the intention that traffic will slow and be detoured to go into the private areas of the complex. It shall be 
very simple in layout and have access to the outside on one end and access to the inside between the pre
viously mentioned buffered areas. The office for the coffee shop could possibly be shared with the thea
ter's office. 
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Precedents 
Display I Museum spaces 

Museum of Art Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute 
Phillip Johnson 

The use of space and not wasting of any circulation needed between the space is one of the reasons this 

Figure 25 

building is successful. The progression of space to 
space and the openness of plan are another reason. 

display space 

open to 
below 

"Whether it is Corbusier, Mies, or Wright or even myself, we all feel that the 
public upon entering a museum ad choosing one of six or seven things to do, 
require space, like a dog who, upon entering a room, will sniff in one or two 
circumambulations of the room and will at least coil himself in one particu
lar spot. I assure you, orientation space is not waste. "1 

1. Taken from: 'The New Museum' quoted from Phillip Johnson; Figure 2: exterior shot of entrance 



Koffee & Cream 
International Design Group 

Precedents 
Coffee Shop 

The size of this coffee shop and use of its linear trafficking 
would be very comparable to the needs of the coffee shop in 
the canyon. This coffee shop uses its linear floor plan in a way 
that allows for traffic to easily flow from ordering to picking up 
the coffee and to sitting down and not getting any of these as
pects in the way of the others. The decoration is the main thing 
that makes this coffee shop recognizable. In this aspect I would 
like to stray from this coffee shop. I want views to the outside 
to be the best in the coffee shop. I also want the simplicity to 
elude to the grandiose side of the canyon. 

#••·················-, 
Figure 26 

• public circulation • 
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1. Taken from: Specialty Food Store Design Figure 3: interior shot of store at front counter 



Figure 27 

S. Ein 
Architects Masaru Kimura +Art Station 

Precedents 
Housing 

This building's use of placement of living units along a single 
path and putting that path along a set of turning stairs is similar 
to conditions of the canyon. The lesson to be learned here is 
simplicity of materials because with a number of materials the 
idea of what you are trying to get across can be lost 

Figure 28 

1. Taken from: 'Housing Developments' Figure 4: axonometric Figure 5: two floor plans 
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d ) a I I I Space Tabulations 

Summary or Facility Requirements Number of users: 5-10 residents 

A R-2 
70 possible at a time 

B ",, 
c "" 
D '"' 
E "" 
F '"' 
G "" 
H "'' 

Total: 2215-4310 sq ft 

I B 
J s 

Net sq ft: 
K "" 
L "" 
M '"' 

Useable sq ft: 

N A-1 
0 "" Gross sq ft: 
p ,,,, 
Q '"' 
R '"' 
s A-2 

Total: 25,325-44,625 sq ft 

T R-2 
u '"' v 

Total: 1,400-1,800 sq ft 

w Overall Parking .... Spaces, accessible spaces 
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Overview of Project Location and Site 

Project is located at the entrance to the state park of Palo 
Dura Canyon, just South of the welcome Information 

Center. 

"Palo Duro Canyon State Park consists of 16,402 acres in Armstrong 
and Randall Counties, south of Amarillo in the Texas Panhandle. The 
land was deeded by private owners in 1933. From 1933 until 1937, 
the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) sent six companies of young 
men and military veterans to Palo Duro Canyon to develop road ac
cess to the canyon floor as well as the visitor center, cabins, shelters, 
and the park headquarters. The hard work of these dedicated indi
viduals was important in the establishment of Palo Duro Canyon 
State Park which officially opened on July 4, 1934."1 

I. Taken from: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/spdest/findadest/parks/ 
palo _ duro/ Figure 1: Aerial photo from Google of site 39 
Figure 2: Map of site from Google 



Contextual Synthesis 
(Historical Data) 

"A major project for the men of the Civilian Conservation Corps was the construction of the Visitor Center (formerly El Coronado 
Lodge). In January 1934, a site on the north rim of Timbercreek Canyon was selected and extensive blasting began in order to pre
pare the area. Guy Carlander, a local architect, created the design for the building which originally included several stories and an 
observation tower. Later, however, due to lack 
of funds, a simpler one-story building was de
signed. Construction on El Coronado Lodge be
gan after the cornerstone dedication on May 12, 
1934 and was completed in 1935. _ _..,_". 

From 1935 until 1978, El Coronado Lodge was a 
grill and souvenir shop. After that time, the Pan
handle-Plains Museum created much of the ex
hibits which are sti ll in use. Then in 1996 Part
~ers in Palo Duro Canyon, a support organiza
tion began operation of the bookstore. " 1 

This building is the only large building within the 
canyon's park and should be taken into consid
eration when designing a competing building. 

Figure 3 

1. Taken from plaque inside the Visitor's Center; Figure ??? Taken from accompanied plaque in Visitors Center 40 



Figure 4 ~ 

Contextual Synthesis 

Goals, Objedives, and Issues 

This particular aspect of the canyon is quite particularly 
important when relating context back to my theory. A 

correct depiction of how you feel inside this place is key 
when trying to illustrate a feeling through my project In 

past trips to the canyon, I remember waking up to the 
sound of wild turkeys in the lower parts of the canyon. 
Nighttime is a completely different experience though. 

With hardly any electric lights at all and no pollution over
head, it is a very natural experience. The walls of the can

yon aren't too dramatically vertical but when you're 
within their boundary you can definitely feel it It is a very 

isolated feeling as well, very quiet 

The two biggest goals are to not disturb this well bal
anced environment and the other is to represent it in the 

built form as correctly as possible. 

Figure 3: topographical map of site provided by park official
Matthew Trujillo 
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Figure 5 
Simple park map for hiking and other activities. Handed out free at front gate 
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Figure 7 

Site Analysis 
(rock patterns) 

Representation of elevation of 
canyon wall (not to scale) 
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Figure 8 Map of park Figure 9 Figure ground diagram 



Site Analysis 

Figure 10 Figure ground without wind Figure 11 Figure ground with wind patterns 45 



Site Analysis 

Figure 12 Light study (morning) Figure 13 Light study (late afternoon) 



Steep 

Medium 

Figure 14 Flat 

Height study shows three levels of 
steepness for choosing site 
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Site Analysis 

ideal location for site 

Figure 15 Site location diagram 



looking southeast from middle of site 

Figure 16 

looking southwest from middle of site 

Site Analysis 
(Site Views) 



Contextual Analysis 

Palo Duro has a feeling beyond a small city. It is a bubble, a self contained little microcosm that is hard 
to free yourself from and very self sustainable. Life within the canyon is something completely differ

ent than on top. There are these little streams that kind of pop up out of nowhere. Lots of hints of 
life are wherever you look like bunny thatches or deer droppings or tracks of something else. The 

only interaction with people is with other campers or park officials; otherwise no one has a reason 
to come out that far. The culture isn't like that of a small Texas town in that the types of people that 
come out there are from all walks of life. College students come out there quite a bit; people from 

Amarillo come out there. An art gallery with artists from the South West would be a great attraction 
and addition to this beautiful place. And the best place for it would be the convergence of two ma

jor linear elements that make up this canyon, the centerline and the sole entry road. 

ideal location for site 
entrance to canyon I -I -I - Figure 17 



Site Analysis 

We see in this 
analysis of the site 
a closer look of 
the location of the 
site and how the 
wind moves over 
it Its location is 
just half a mile 
f ram the entrance 
of the park and is 
just in between 
the entrance and 
the visitor's center 
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Site Analysis 

In this site analysis 
we see the impor
tant views in the 
large pink arrows 
and the entry for 
the public in the 
smaller red arrow 
with the entry for 
the residents and 
the service vehi
cles in the smaller 
blue arrows to the 
North. 



Goals and Conceptual Responses 

Main Goals: 

1. Correctly represent the canyon in the design 
2. Disturb as little as possible when creating new inhabitance 
3. Let the end result be self-contained/sustainable 

1. a) how is the canyon seen by a normal user 
b) how does one represent the nature of a canyon 

2. a) stick to the already disturbed places 
b) work vertically as to not disturb more land 

3. a) a self sustainable place would be a good representation of the canyon 
b) due to the location of the site, this would be a necessity 

Responses 

1. Response to wildlife's homes 2. Slight change from building to earth 

~~--
i •building 

Figure 20 

earth : ·.~: "(. .. 

Figure 21 "slight change" diagram 
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Figure 22 
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The Wendell Lovett House 
Wendell Lovett 

Precedents 

This house has a unique approach to the question: "How 
do you put a house on a hill?" The main structure in this 
house are the two trusses on either side. It acts as if it is 
the beginning of the bridge jetting out into the hill in front 
of it This idea displayed is like a diver jumping into the wa
ter. This house has a lot of built up kinetic energy and dis
plays this idea well. Using heavy timber, the Wendell home 
talks of the genre log cabin. When deciding on materials, 
this residence will help guide me through my choices . 

Figure 4 taken from: 'Houses Architects Live In' section and plan ofresidence 



Figure 23 

Precedents 
Arizona Science Center 
Architect Antoine Predoc 

The way this building gives the feeling of 
being in a canyon is astonishing. There are 
a few ways that make you feel that you 
are in the presence of something larger 
than yourself, the gradual stepping of 
level change from curb to front entrance 
and the towering walls at the beginning of 
the journey. The walls are the most inspir
ing because of the way the light hits the 
wall and comes down onto the gradual 
incline you walk on. This act of resembling 
something deliberately is something that 
needs to be obviously mastered in the f~ 
nal design of my project 

Figure 5 taken from: 'New Vernacular Architecture' exterior shot looking from one of the entrances 
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How the issues that were identified in the program were ad-

Theory issues: 
Contrast the landscape or accentuate it? 

Contrast would show the beauty of the landscape better, rather than a possible inaccuracy of 
depiction. 

What exactly to contrast? 

Facility issues: 

Through an orthogonal massing along with a metaphorical composition on the site one could 
easily see an idea being conveyed. 

Separation between inhabitants and between living and working quarters ... 
A complete separation between living, working space, and air space through the use of level 
change and glass for separation between air spaces 

Building type separation for fire and egress reasons 
All living spaces have a possible separate egress from the industrial section of the building 

Contextual issues: 
Disturbing the delicate site 

Reducing the number of inhabitants and concentrating on the building's verticality 
How do you service such a sloping site? 

Majority of the drive to it is parallel to the site's contours 



Response to criticism in design reviews. 

1. I wasn't taking advantage of the site through my structural ideas. 
Response- big leaning columns and a enormous glass wall held only by cables and 'frog feet' 

hardware 

2. Building too small. 
Response- it was necessary for the building to get smaller and concentrate on stacking rather than 

spreading out the floor area as to disturb as little as possible 

3. No solution to the fad that the building doesn 't really solve any problems with ignoring site 
Response- Other than the fact that a Trombe wall was implemented to passively heat the larger 

space no passive solar collectors or windmill was tied into the initial design. This is the 
only part that I wish was more developed but what I learned from this experience is that these factors cannot 
be just added on in the very last part of design but that they should be thought about early and incorporated 
just like a heating or cooling system or secondary structure. 



Changes in program or in approach to design. 

Residential I Art Studio I Museum-Display I Theater 

Summary of Facility Requirements 

Living 

4 bedrooms 
2 guest rooms 
3 bathrooms 
1 common kitchen 

Creating 

1 large studio space 
1 large storage space for supplies 
I mechanical room 
1 display area 

Display 

1 auditorium seating 30 
1 projection room 
1 office 

1,396 sq ft 
433 sq ft 
277 sq ft 
164 sq ft 

Total: 2,270 sq ft 

4,559 sq ft 
1,142 sq ft 
98 sq ft 
1,361 sq ft 

Total: 7,160 sq ft 

250 sq ft 
95 sq ft 
225 sq ft 

Total: 570 sq ft 

TOTAL: 10,000 sq ft 

One other critical 
change other than all 
of the space tabula
tions was the slight 
change in site. I 
moved the site about 
a quarter mile South 
in order to better get 
a feel of what the 
canyon had to offer 
as far as views and for 
other specific logisti
cal reasons concern
ing the drive and walk 
up to the building. 



Conceptual basis of the design 

In this project the phenomenon that I conveyed is the fact that in the past people from all over have not con
sidered their impact upon the earth. I did this through the metaphor of a rock emerging from the earth, ar
chitecture, and sliding down the slope it emerged from. Through this path of 'falling away' the rock, or the 
building itself, has had a transformation of twisting splitting and coming apart This action represents the 
result of our neglectful actions. 

The hierarchy of spaces/ systems 

The most important space in the building was the studio. This area received the most verticality along with 
the closest place next to the 'inspiring' glass wall. Next up was where the art was displayed and where the 
artists lived and functioned outside of creating art It is obvious to see how this is hierarchical through actual 
amount of square footage: the more important the more area was given to that space. Also the area that 
received a special treatment of air conditioning systems was the most important as well, the studio. 

The controlling factors of the design and most compelling element 

One of the most controlling factors that was worked around most often was that the form came before the 
allotment of spaces within. Once it was decided about how to convey the theory a massing was derived and 
then the trick was fitting all of the needed spaces within that massing. The other largely controlling factor 
was how to make it stand up. With such an unusual shape comes unorthodox uses of materials. The most 
compelling part of the entire project is the twisted disembodied representation of a building coincidentally 
made into a building. 



Here we see two early computer gen
erated massings. The one above was 
the first time the massing of the build
ing went from a very orthogonal build
ing to the idea of a building within a 
building. Over to the right we see an 
early site plan and building section. 



Site Section 

Building Section A-A 

On this page we see the Site Plan (left), Site Section 
(bottom), and Building Section (top). These illustra
tions show the nature of the path this metaphorical 
rock took and its end result You can see that walls 
are leaning and you can also see a general separa
tion from the living area and the studio space. 
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First Floor i 
-1/32"= 1' ~ 

Second Floor i 
-1/32"= 1' ~ 

Third Floor i 
-1/32"= 1' ~ 

Fourth Floor j 
-1/32"= 1' JJ 

Here we see the four floor plans. Quite literally you can see where there is a 
larger area for the creation of the art and a smaller core where the artists 
live. This separation is easy to see even in the floorplans. 
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Here we see the 
four floor plans. 
Quite literally 
you can see 
where there is a 
larger area for 
the creation of 
the art and a 
smaller core 
where the artists 
live. This separa
tion is easy to 
see even in the 
floorplans. 
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T.his is a view right as you walk in the main entrance on the second floor. I wanted to create a big opening up of the 
view of the canyon. I was allowed to do this through the larger than life glass wall. 



Here is a view of the third floor which is basically the living room from the top floor. This idea really gave the project a 
feel of living in a loft apartment which of course most every artist would love to live in. 



···································· ............... . 

-------



T~is is a view from the stairs from the parking level down to the main entrance of the building. The user gets to share 
this metaphorical path that the building took The ramps off to the side add to this complicated transformation. 
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